
 
Consolidated RFIs/Questions with responses for Warehouse 45E: 
 
1. Is this project sales tax exempt? If the project is sales tax exempt, will the government provide a 

sales tax exemption certificate to the awardee; with an applicable Government contract number? 
A: VA - Yes, all government projects are Tax Exempted. The awardee, upon request, will be 
provide a Tax Exempted Certificate. 

 
2. Please issue the Site Visit Roster. 

 A:  VA - Copy was provided on Amendment 0001 issued on 7-26-2019.  
  

3. What are the asbestos, hazardous material and lead abatement requirements associated with this 
project? Should we expect to remediate asbestos, hazardous material, or lead? If abatement is 
required, request that the VA provide the appropriate survey report. 
A: Asbestos information was provided in the specifications see sections 28213.19 thru 
028213.32 

 
4. Will we be provided either a storage area or a place to put our metal, weatherproof storage 

container? If so, where will that be? 
A: VA will provide a staging area. A storage container will be needed to be provided by 
contractor.   

5. Will we be provided an area to place our dumpster?  If so, where will that be? 
A:  VA will provide a staging area. This will be worked out with the winning bidder. 

6. What will the ICRA level be for the project? 
 A: VA - The ICRA for this project will be a level II. 
 

7. Will any of the work that we will be performing be required to be performed after normal duty 
hours or on weekends? 

 A: VA -The work will be performed in normal duty hours unless directed otherwise. 
 

8. What are the construction fencing requirements for this project? 
 A: VA - Area will be required to have your standard chain-link fencing to secure the area 

 
9. Will the warehouse adjacent to Building 45E be in use during construction?  Per the plans, the 

limits of the construction project end between overhead door #3 and #4.  Will contractors need 
to install temporary barriers or fencing in the warehouse? 
A: Yes, temporary barrier between building is required when the limits of construction are un-
defined by an existing barrier.  Fencing will be required between the buildings for laydown and 
work areas. 

 
10. Verify Forbo MCT1- MCT3 Size. Plans state 24”x24”. Manufacturers website shows 20”x20”. 

 A: Provide standard 20x20  
 

11. Verify RR Wall Tiles 12”x24” are to be cut for all walls per sheet A-401-7 to 9” and 7” as 
shown? 

 A: Provide pattern as indicated on the drawings.  
 

12. Confirm RR Wall Tile is tiled on 3 wall only as shown on A401 2/3? If so, confirm the same 
3”x24” base will be used on painted wall? 

 A: ALL (4) walls are to be tiled in the rest rooms with the same base. 
 



13. What percentage or quantity of attic stock is required and for which materials per sheet A602 
General Note 4? 
A:  Provide 10% attic stock for all finish materials, coordinate with the COR of the project for 

approval. 
 

14. RM 100- Open Laundry Area-  Is this to be sanded and refinished per the base bid? It does not 
state “Wood Floor Refinishing” under Notes on the Room Finish schedule as the others do. 

 A: Yes, this floor should be refinished existing wood flooring. 
 

15. What size RB is to be used? 
 A:    4.25” Johnsonite 195 Ash WG 
 

16. Alternate 2- Is the manufacturer/ style and color available to match Hardwood Flooring in 
Building 46 E?  If not, may we get a picture and size of plank? 

 A: VA - The manufacture / style and color are not available. Must match what is there. 
 

17. Alternate 2- Hardwood Flooring- is this to be nail down or glue down? 
A: All new flooring is to match the existing which is nailed down, so the alternate is for nailed 

down flooring. 
  

18. Will the VA provide contractors with a complete set of Division 27 specifications?  The 
specifications only contain 270533 Raceways and Boxes for Communications. 
A: There is only one Division 27 specification section, the others provided are division 26 
and 28 

19. Where is communication TTB to be installed?  
 A: Electrical Room 110 
 

20. Will contractors be required to supply patch panels or are they existing from the 45W project? 
 A: Contractors are required to supply. 

  
21. We need to confirm if the VA intends us to demo all of the existing pipe in the work area and 

replace with new or are we allowed to modify the existing pipe as necessary to meet code and 
provide new calcs to support our design. 
A: Fire protection piping: acceptable to use sub-main piping up to the point where piping will 

impede architecture.  Plumbing piping:  ALL plumbing piping is to be new.  
 
22. If the pipe is to be demoed, is it the intent of the VA for us to demo the main supply pipe in the 

hallway just outside the work areas?  The sprinkler drawings have this area shaded as if it may 
be a concern. 
A: Work in the connector regarding sprinkler piping is to be performed on project for Bldg. 47.  

In general, piping can remain, as long as it does not impede architecture. Fire sprinklers are to be 
replaced if architecture requires reconfiguration of heads.  
 

23.  If the pipe is allowed to stay, would the VA want all new sprinklers in the work area?  Existing 
sprinklers are quite old and we would recommend replacing all sprinklers in the work area. 

A: Work in the connector regarding sprinkler piping is to be performed on project for Bldg. 47.  
All other sprinklers in the zones/work areas is indicated on the plans to be “REMOVED AND 
RE-DESIGNED”. 

  



24.  Specs reference a voice evacuation fire alarm system (existing system is a non- voice evac) but 
the prints show an existing non-voice system.  Please verify if the fire alarm system is to be 
updated to a voice evacuation system. 

 A: Match/tie into existing system.  Revised specs will be submitted. 
 

25. Section 3.5 calls for a total of 38 hours of training.  Please acknowledge that is the number of 
hours that should be included in the cost of the fire alarm expansion. 

 A: YES 
 

26. Will temporary heats be required during the construction period. 
A: Yes, or “fire watch” according to standard construction site requirements of the local 

authority having jurisdiction.  
   

27.  During the site walk this morning it was stated that the specifications for this project will 
override the drawings and plans.  When looking through the specifications, I saw that there was 
nothing stating that  all the new mechanical equipment for Bldg. 45 needs to be pulled back into 
the existing JCI Building Management Front End.  Can a clarification be made to show the 
inclusion of this scope in the project specs? 
A: Not sure I understand – there is nothing in the specs that overrides work on sheet M-002.  

The Plans (M-002) include the scope and the specifications apply the specifics that are not on the 
plans. 

 
28. Will the sign in sheet be posted? 

 A: Yes, copy attached to this amendment.  
 

29. fixture type “f” is not in the lighting schedule. what is the catalog number?  
A: Match ‘F’ type light fixture on 44E – TECH LIGHTING 700BCSPAN-B-2-LED930 

30. There are exit fixtures on the plans that have three faces. the fixture specified does not have an 
option to display exit signage on three sides. please advise.  

  A: Place two exit fixtures to accommodate. 
 

31. Is the electrical contractor providing disconnecting means for the hvac equipment being installed 
new on this project? 
A: Yes, the electrical contractor is responsible for providing disconnecting means for all 

HVAC equipment being installed on this project. 
 

32. Will contractors or the gas provider perform taps on natural gas?  Will contractors or the gas 
provider run piping from the taps to Building 45E? 
A: All work on sheet P=100 will be performed by the Contractor unless the VA Engineering 

Office has other arrangements with the gas provider.  
 

33. Provide additional date for bid alternates?  
 A: VA - All dates are in the bid announcement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



34. Provide gas meter detail? 
  A: Attached here TTACHED HERE 

 
 
35. Provide IRCA specifications? 
   A: VA - The ICRA for this project will be a level II. 
 
36. Provide clarification of the existing HVAC to be demoed in the demo note sheet? 

A: Sheet MD-101 includes one numbered keynote and item (fan and its appurtenances) for 
demolition/disposal.  Also, notes on plan for relocating one heat pump. Fire protection sheets 
indicate complete removal and re-design of systems in zones.  Any additional demolition rquired 
beyond these items shall be specified by RFI. 
 

37. Provide clarification on removal of the roof penthouse to be removed?  
A: Lift penthouse is to be removed per the drawings down to the foundations.  Resulting hole is 

to be infilled with construction to match surrounding area. 
 



38. Does the roof currently hold a warranty? If so with who?  
 A: VA - YES. M2Federal is the warranty holder. 
 

39. Provide phasing or scheduling? 
A:  Construction is all in one phase  VA - The schedule is required by the contractor and will be 

approved by the VA. 
 

40. Provide the site visit sign in sheet? 
A: VA - Copy was provided on Amendment 0001 issued on 7-26-2019.  
 

 


